Chapter 9:
Stars

John Wayne; my favorite star…

Key Points:
 The spectra of light emitted by a star tells us its temperature and chemical composition.
 Many stars are members of binary systems; TWO stars orbiting each other.
 There is a chart that tells us the temperature and brightness of stars and how old it is; HR Diagram.
 Big stars burn brighter and faster than smaller stars.
 Some stars pulsate; changing both size and temperature.
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First, all the stars we see are members of our own galaxy, the Milky Way. More on galaxies next chapter. So, any
dot we see on any given clear night is one of about 300 billion stars in our little group we call the Milky Way.
Distances to Stars How do we know the distances to our neighborhood stars? Parallax. This is a method used
since long time ago to find large distances and we already chatted about this in class. It’s basically making a huge
triangle where the diameter of Earth’s orbit is the base line. Say what? Take a look:

Notice the Earth goes around the Sun at a specific time interval (1 yr) and at a specific radius (1AU). So, starting
with a measurement of the location of a distant star in July as pictured above, an astronomer could easily
measure the angle the star makes with his observation. Then, six months later, in January, Earth is on the other
side of the Sun, 2 AU away. Now, the astronomer looks at the same star and measures the angle he has to look
at again. Knowing the angles of the two observations and the size of the base, simple trigonometry can find the
distance from us to the far away star. Here’s an example we will use during our LAB activity on this.
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Temperature & Luminosity of Stars Well, keeping with my intent to keep this course semi-non-mathematical
and more conceptual, some of you will just have to take my word for some of the following. The measurement
of the temperature and luminosity (brightness) of stars is based on basic physics and has a few ugly equations
attached. Let’s try this, shall we?
The temperature of any object can be deduced from the wavelength (color) of the light it emits. You’ve heard of
being “red hot?” That’s a simple metaphor for an object that glows red and must be hot to the touch, like red
hot electric stove top element.

There is a “law” called Wien’s Law (German physicist Wilhelm Wien 1900) that calculated the temperature of an
object based on the wavelength of the light it gives off.
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In the above image, notice that blue is hotter than yellow is hotter than red. Wien’s Law equation is :

T

3 x10 6

 Max

T is measured in the dreaded Kelvin temperature scale and Max is the wavelength of the light that is emitted
most and is measured in nm, nano-meters, 10-9m.

Example of Wien’s Law? Why, coitanly!
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The above spectral analysis of that star, Sirius, shows the most light is coming from about 300 nm range. So,

T

3 x106

 Max



3,000,000
 10,000K
300

So the surface temperature of Sirius is about 10,000 K.
Luminosity The brightness of a star is a little trickier due to the distances involved. As in intro, you know that a
100 W (Watt) light bulb is brighter than a 50 W bulb, right? Well, our Sun has a luminosity of 4x1026 Watts! Write
that number out if you have a few days to spare. So, what’s a Watt? A Watt is the SI unit for power. Power is
defined as energy per second. Luminosity is a direct measurement of the energy emitted by an object in one
second. This doesn’t sound too difficult, but once you realize that the energy we see here on Earth coming from
that star is only a small fraction of a small fraction of the energy the star emits because stars emit energy in
every direction all the time.
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Description of the above image: [A] Light is emitted from a star in all directions. [B] The further away you get,
the more area that light has to cover. This means the amount of light PER AREA gets smaller and smaller as you
get further away. This makes sense since you have already known that the further you are away from a light
bulb or a head light of a car, the “dimmer” it is. [C] The original light emitted at any time spreads out over the
surface of a sphere. The surface of a sphere has an area of 4r2. This is known as the Inverse Square Law.
All this means is the brightness of a light source gets cut by the square of the distance to you. If you double the
distance, the brightness (luminosity) cuts by ¼ the original amount. If you triple the distance, brightness drops to
1 the original. So, we can now use another equation, yes more math, to find the apparent brightness of a star:
9

B

L
4d 2

Where B is the brightness we see, L is the actual brightness (luminosity) of the star, and d is the distance to the
star (the radius of the sphere of light). B is actually measured by astronomers with an instrument called a
photometer. It’s an instrument that simply measures the amount of light that is received. Photographers often
use a photometer before setting the cameras for portraits and such. d is measured using parallax previously
discussed. So, using the equation above, we can calculate how much light is coming from that star, L. Cool.
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Diameter of Stars With no explanation, since the whole thing is totally advanced and complicated, two German
guys, Josef Stefan & Ludwig Boltzmann, made an equation to find the size of stars based on the luminosity and
temperature. The equation is:

L  4R 2T 4
Ugly. L is the luminosity, R is the radius of the star,  is called the Boltzmann Constant and is equal to

5.67x108 W

m2 K 4

, and T is the temperature of the star in degree Kelvin. Like I said, ugly. An example?

Coitanly! If you are math-phobic, skip to next page…
Measuring the size of Sirius, the Dog Star

1. Its temp is calculated from the wavelength it emits most; 300 nm.

T

3 x106

 Max



3,000,000
 10,000K
300

2. The distance to Sirius is found by parallax: d = 8.6 ly = 8.14 x 1013 km =5.06 x 1013 miles
(NOTE: Most recently, this distance was found by the Hipparcos astrometry satellite [60]
(van Leeuwen, F. (November 2007), "Validation of the new Hipparcos reduction", Astronomy and Astrophysics 474 (2): 653–
664, arXiv:0708.1752, Bibcode:2007A&A...474..653V,doi:10.1051/0004-6361:20078357 )

3. The luminosity is calculated from B 

L
4d 2

L  4Bd 2



L  4 1.17 x107 W

8.14x10
m

16

2

L  9.75x1027 W
4. Finally, use the other equation to find the radius of Sirius:
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m



2

L  4R 2T 4
9.75x1027 W
4
4 5.67 x10 8 W 2  4 10,000K 
m K
R  1.2 x109 m  1.7 RSun
R

L

4T 4





Ta da!
Crazy Magnitude System No. Don’t make me do it! The magnitude system was originally set up to list apparent
brightnesses of stars and things in comparison to other things like the Sun and Moon. It’s quite confusing, even
to me, and is logarithmic in nature. So, only the brave among you should even look at how it works. Suffice it to
say that the numbers in the following list don’t make any sense from a common sense viewpoint. They DO mean
something to astronomers simply because they are all nerds…

Notice a few weird things about this chart. First, the brighter an object, the smaller the magnitude. Weird. The
Sun has a brightness magnitude of -26.74, the Moon is -12.74, Sirius is -1.46, and the limit of the human eye is
about +6. We can’t see anything dimmer than +6 magnitude without a telescope. Weird…
HR Diagram Ahh, here it is.
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Yeah, not very exciting, is it? Try this one:
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Wow! Too much? OK, try thing one.
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Ahh, that’s better. The HR Diagram was made by too guys, Danish Ejnar Hertzsprung and American Henry
Russell, in 1912. It was originally that old yucky black & white thing above, but has changed over the years to
include all the stars we know of in our Milky Way Galaxy. It is basically a life span mapping of stars. The y-axis is
the luminosity of the star compared to our Sun. So, 1=Sun. The x-axis is a backwards measurement of
temperature; left is high temp, right is low temp. Also, along the x-axis is a labeling of the class of the star; like O,
B, …, M. Our Sun is a typical G-class star.
Main Sequence For a majority of a star’s lifetime, it is on the Main Sequence; the diagonal strip from top left to
bottom right. In fact, about 92% of all stars we see are on currently the Main Sequence. Note the Sun is close to
the middle of that Main Sequence bunched in with other yellow stars. The cooler dimmer red stars like Proxima
Centauri, the closest star to our Sun, is near the bottom right. The hotter brighter stars like  Centauri is near the
top left.
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Off the Main Sequence Notice there are three “groups” of stars off the Main Sequence. These are the Giants,
Super Giants, and the White Dwarfs. When a small typical Sun-like star begins to die, it bloats up in size and
becomes a Giant star. Our Sun will do this is another 5 or so billion years. Larger stars will turn into Super Giants.
Betelgeuse is an example of this. The stars that leave the Main Sequence during their own death throws will
move up to the upper right on the HR Diagram, pulsate a little, then either burp and go away (smaller stars like
the Sun) or violently explode in a supernova (large stars). Following is a diagram of our Sun’s life ending in a
White Dwarf.
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Starting at “B” on the Main Sequence, our Sun, follow the dotted line upward. Our Sun will get a little too hot to
keep gravity in check and will swell up to be a Red Giant at [C]. NOT a Super Giant, but still awfully huge. It could
pulsate between [C] and [D] a few times before jumping to [E]. At [E], the Sun’s heat becomes entirely too high
for gravity to hold in the expansion. Heat wins and the Sun swells up and swallows Mercury and Venus and
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almost us. The outer edge of the Sun, it’s actual “atmosphere” just keeps swelling up like a large bubble. [F] is
what is left of the outside of the Sun; a Planetary Nebula. This is basically a large ball of gas expanding out into
space. What about the core of the Sun? It gets left behind. See [G] at bottom of diagram. This weird thing will be
discussed in much more detail in Chapter 10.

Key Points
 All stars form from gas clouds called nebulae.
 A star becomes a “star” when nuclear fusion begins at its core.
 For most of a star lifetime, it fuses hydrogen nuclei (protons) to form helium nuclei.
 Only the huge stars explode in supernovae.
 Our Sun will just burp and go away.
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A Star’s Birth All stars are born from dust. Yep, dust. Not the kind you find under your bed that makes dust
bunnies or the stuff piled up on top of the TV. This kind of “dust” that astronomers talk about is made up of
simple gases and very small clumps of molecules. A large cloud of this dust is called a nebula. A few images of
nebulae appear below; note the sizes of these clouds of gas!

Tycho Remnant: http://chandra.harvard.edu/photo/2011/tycho/more.html
Diameter = 1 ly

Eskimo Nebula: http://www.spacetelescope.org/images/

Diameter: 0.34 ly
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Cat’s Eye Nebula: NASA/HST
Diameter = 0.3 ly

Crab Nebula: NASA, ESA, J. Hester and A. Loll (Arizona State University)

Diameter = 6 ly

Simply gorgeous! Tycho and the Crab are called supernova remnants while Cat’s Eye and Eskimo are planetary
nebulae. What’s the difference? Besides the obvious size difference, planetary nebula are formed by the death
of small stars, like our Sun, and supernova remnants are just that, left over parts from a huge star explosion.
Planetary nebulae are not associated with planets. They got that name simply because old guys long ago looked
through their weak telescopes and saw these fuzzy little things and thought they were planets. Then when
better telescopes were available, they looked like little clouds, but were still round so the name stuck.
So, how does one of these nebular clouds form stars? Simple gravity. After they expand to a point, gravity starts
to pull clumps of this blown away gas into bigger and bigger clumps. Take a look below.

Notice how all that beginning dust clumped down via gravity to be less than 1/50th the original size and forms a
disc. Then, it shrinks even further to just a few hundred AU and becomes a solar system. The protostar is a baby
star, not quite ignited yet. The “leftover gas” that doesn’t get pulled into the protostar turns into planets and
comets and asteroids and aliens.
The protostar becomes a star as soon as fusion (See Ch6: The Sun; pg6) begins at the core.
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Chapter 9 Resources
Powerpoint: http://dtfizzix.com/AstroPPTs.html
DIRECT LINKS: Full PPTX - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Stars-Remnants.pptx
PDF Format (Smaller) - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Stars-Remnants.pdf
Homework:
General HW Link: http://dtfizzix.com/AstroHWSchedule.html
Ch9 Specific HW: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Q-O19YPdw7OrY75sfWHdIfr7RucjSVbQMyUqFRNVPtc/viewform
LABS:
Diameter & Distance to Sun
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